
SETUP EXCHANGE ON 
ANDROID DEVICES

The tutorial uses version 4.1.2, but settings will be similar on older/newer versions.



OPEN YOUR APP DRAWER



SELECT SETTINGS



SELECT “ADD ACCOUNT”
Note: Some Versions of Android will display this as ñAccounts & Syncò. If so, select ñAccounts & Syncò, then ñAdd Accountò



SELECT “MICROSOFT EXCHANGE ACTIVESYNC”

Note: Some Versions of Android refer to this as ñCorporateò or ñCorporate E-mailò



Å Enter your E-mail address and 
Password

Å {ŜƭŜŎǘ άaŀƴǳŀƭ {ŜǘǳǇέ

Account Setup



Å Change your 
ά5ƻƳŀƛƴ\¦ǎŜǊƴŀƳŜέ ŦƛŜƭŘ ǘƻ 
be just your e-mail address as 
shown to the right.

Å Change the Exchange Server 
ŦƛŜƭŘ ǘƻ ōŜ άƳΦƻǳǘƭƻƻƪΦŎƻƳέΦ

Å aŀƪŜ ǎǳǊŜ ά¦ǎŜ {ŜŎǳǊŜ 
Connection (SSL) is checked

Å {ŎǊƻƭƭ Řƻǿƴ ŀƴŘ ǎŜƭŜŎǘ άbŜȄǘέ

Exchange Server Settings



Å Read, and click OK on the 
Activation prompt. (If it 
shows)

Å LŦ ǘƘƛǎ ōƻȄ ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ ŀǇǇŜŀǊΣ 
proceed to next slide.

Exchange Server Settings



Å Read, and click OK on the 
Activation prompt. (If it 
shows)

Å Remote Security 
Administration provides the 
ability to wipe your mailbox if 
your phone is lost or stolen.

Å LŦ ǘƘƛǎ ōƻȄ ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ ŀǇǇŜŀǊΣ 
proceed to next slide.

Remote Security Administration



Å Here, you can select how 
often you want to sync or 
how often your phone will 
check for new messages.

Å In the example I select Push. 
(Whenever new mail arrives, 
the phone will download it.)

Å You can specify what you 
want to sync.  (E-mail, 
Calendar, Reminders, etc) 

Å {ŎǊƻƭƭ ŘƻǿƴΣ ŀƴŘ Ƙƛǘ άbŜȄǘέΦ

Account Options



Å These are just examples of 
the permissions that E-Mail 
will now be able to do.

Å These are security features in 
case your phone is stolen or 
lost, you can remotely wipe 
the device via the Outlook 
Web App.

Å {ŜƭŜŎǘ ά!ŎǘƛǾŀǘŜΦέ

Activate Device Administrator



Å Give your account a name 
that helps you recognize it. In 
Ƴȅ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜΣ L ǳǎŜ άY/¢/{ 9-
aŀƛƭέΦ

Activate Device Administrator


